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Relation between thread deformation and Anti-Loosening Effect
for Nut with Circumference Slits
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In this study, the thread deformation mechanism and relation between thread deformation and anti-loosening effect
for nut with circumference slits are studied by the experiment and using FEM. The slit nut is adequately compressed
before use. Two methods for compressive pre-strain are compared. It is found that cylinder compression method provides
thread with rotational deformation than plate compression method. The rotational deformation has an important role as
slowing the increase of the resistance torque with the amount of compression. Therefore, cylinder compression method is
superior for processing control. The effects of the slit geometries, which is defined by the location h, the inner diameter
d and the width w are investigated based on the experiment and the numerical analysis. It is found that h and d has large
effect on thread deformation and w has little effect on that.
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Fig. 1 Nut with circumference slit
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Fig. 4 Determination of RB in the numerical analysis
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Fig. 5 (a) stress-strain curve (b) Cross-section view of nut with circumference slit
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Fig. 6 Relation of number of cycles and clamping torque for normal nut
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Fig. 7 (a): Relations of Amount of compression and Number of cycles for plate compression method and
cylinder compression method (b): Relations of Amount of compression and Resistant torque for
plate compression method and cylinder compression method
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Fig. 8 Deformed cross-section for cylinder compression method
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Fig. 9 Deformed cross-section:(a)for cylinder compression method;(b)for plate compression method
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Fig. 10 Displacement ∆x for thread in the vertical direction along the spiral
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Fig. 11 Relation of δ and ∑ |∆x|
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Fig. 12 Relation of δ and RB
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Fig. 13 (a)Relations of δ and N for four levels of h (b)Relations of δ and TR for four levels of h
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Fig. 14 Deformed cross-section:(a)with h=2mm;(b)with h=5mm
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Fig. 15 Relation of θ /2pi and ∆x
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Fig. 16 Relations of δ and RB
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Fig. 17 (a)Relations of δ and N for three levels of d (b)Relations of δ and TR for three levels of d
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Fig. 18 Deformed cross-section:(a)with d=22mm;(b)with d=24mm;(c)with d=27mm
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Fig. 19 Relation of δ and RB
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